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Tensions flare in Northwest Asia and Op-Center races to prevent World War III in this chilling,

ripped-from-the-headlines thriller from the authors of the USA Today bestseller Out of the

Ashes.When a team of assassins murder a high-ranking North Korean general and his family in

their sleep, making it look like a robbery, events are set in motion that could shake the balance of

world powers. Meanwhile, a U.S. naval combat ship, the USS Milwaukee, is attacked by North

Korean forces in the middle of a training exercise off the shore of South Korea, and Commander

Kate Bigelow is forced to ground the ship to avoid being captured. The crew takes refuge on a tiny

island, trapped dangerously between the grounded ship and a fleet of hostile North Korean soldiers.

Op-Center intelligence discovers a secret alliance behind the attackâ€•a pact between China and

North Korea that guarantees China total control of a vast oil reserve found beneath the Yellow Sea.

As both sides marshal their forces for a major confrontation at sea, Chase Williams and his

Op-Center organization devise a plan to secretly spirit the American crew from the island and out

from under North Korean control. But the North Koreans are not finished. In a desperate gamble,

they unleash a terrorist cell on the American homeland. Only Op-Center can uncover their plan and

stop it in time to prevent a major catastrophe that could lead to all-out war.
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I was a bit torn about my review for this new book in the Op-Center series. I loved the series and

wanted this to put a fresh new look on the series and bring back a well tested set of books.SO, let's



start with this, I started reading and quite frankly couldn't put it down. When I read my first Tom

Clancy book I had that experience, I started reading and couldn't stop. That happened here as well.

It's Dick Couch who is writing, but he caught my attention and interest and I kept reading and

reading and reading until I was done. Now I want some more.NOW, why it was not what I expected.

It didn't seem to me that the OP-Center was the main character of the novel. Yes, they are still the

best set of intelligence gathering people and they have some good technical and military people

involved, BUT, the story revolved more around Captain Kate Bigelow and the USS Milwaukee. This

Naval Vessel is not a war time fighting vessel, it is a mine sweeper that carries little to no defensive

weapons. But as the Milwaukee joins with the Defender (another U.S. minesweeper) and a South

Korean flotilla they are approached by North Korean Naval Vessels that are wanting to capture and

take prisoner all the naval personnel on the Milwaukee just like the USS Pueblo from the last

century.But Captain Kate Bigelow is a great leader and she takes her no weapon vessel and uses it

as a way to hold off the two Korean Vessels and allowing the flotilla to escape. But she will loose

her ship and some of her crew and come close to having everyone captured.OP-Center is the group

that analyzes the situation and provides the U.S. President with a way to intervene and get the crew

back. But this could lead to all out war.
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